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PRIZE PROGRAMS
Both options are programmed to maintain the same degree of profit.

REGULAR CONSOLATION (prizes at the games):


All Prizes will be displayed and won at their designated booth. So you have to
play certain games to get those specific prizes. With total redemption, players
accumulate points which are later redeemed for the prize/s of their choice.

TOTAL REDEMPTION (earn points for playing, then use points to get prizes):


Prizes will be awarded on a point system. There is no need to display prizes at
each game booth. All prizes will be displayed at the redemption center.



A certain number of points will be awarded instead of an actual prize. We
provide your booth workers with point cards and stamps.



The prize categories will range from 1-200 points in which players can exchange
their points for prizes. With 100 points, a child can get 100 1-point prizes or 1
prize worth 100 points.



This method allows kids the chance to get the prizes that they want. And no
prize is unattainable to anyone. Whether a child wins a difficult game once, or if
s/he loses a game 50 times earning 1-point for every attempt, points accumulate
every time they play; it’s just a matter of how much they are willing to spend to
get to the level of their desired prize.



We recommend having 4-5 workers to help set up, run and inventory the
redemption center. One person should be in charge of the redemption center.

Both options operate on a consignment basis. Only pay for used prizes. At the beginning
of the event, we will have inventory lists of everything we brought. At the end, YOUR
ORGANIZATION counts everything that we are taking back. The difference ends up
being the amount of prizes you used, and as a result, what you’ll pay for.

